
Unknown Territory
Wendy TImrgate is captivated by

the possibilities of bone china

"I consider bone chitia to be the most .^uin
material to presen'c minute detail and sinmltauco
reveal the translucency that is capiuiv



THE YEAJ*. 2005 SAW THE COMPLETION of my Bachelor of Fine Arts at the
National Art School (NAS) in Sydney The NAS, offering one ofthe
tew remaining atelier-based degree courses in Australia, allowed me the

time and support in my final year to fulfill my desire to explore what was for me,
unknown territory:

That unknown territory, bone china, is a medium that has attracted me over
a number of years, but one that I knew little about at the time. In an effort to
acquaint myself with this clay body I soon became aware of its recognised
shortcomings as any reading I had found on the subject seemed to concentrate
on the negative aspects of this medium. Cracking before and during firing, the
high shrinkage rate, excessive warping, etc, were just some ofthe difficulties
emphasised, so with some trepidation 1 trampled head-on into the world of
bone china. Translucency, icy crisp whiteness and egg-shell qualities were just
some ofthe aesthetics ofbone china that captivated me.

In August 2001 1 was lucky enough to travel on a Russian ice breaker into
the region ofthe North Pole - 24 hour daylight, icebergs as tall as 10-storey
buildings, (or bigger) and fjords that appear to consist of next to notliing other
than ice and fossils. Absolute silence... nothing but the intermittent beep of
the radar and the dissonant groan ofthe masses of ice breaking beneath the
ship, as it slowly and carefully ploughed its way, on a quest to see how far north
we could get. Tliis trip was not only humbling but also clarifying; one that
made me look more closely at my life and surroundings. This spectacular
landscape of ice was the precursor for the inspiration to work with bone china.
Eventually this filtered down to the simplicity and quietness ofthe pots I now
choose to make.

After research and testing , my decision to use Owen Rye's recipe for bone
china casting slip was influenced by its clarity' and yet subtle warmth. I usually
make up a batch of 15 to 20 litres at a time, blunge it fbraii hour or tw ô, sieve
the next day, then let it stand for as long as possible before using.

Setding down to the enjoyable task of throwing, 1 like to take my time to
contemplate the individual form and character of each bowl or vase shape
from which 1 then use to cast plaster moulds. Simple drop moulds are my
moulds of choice as they are relatively quick and without fuss to make but,
most importantly, bone china in its green stage is so short and fi'agile that the
least amount of handling is preferable.

I spend much of my time on the coast approximately two hours drive south of
Sydney w here the autumn colours in the surrounding hmdscape, and in particu-
lar the mangroves where we live have had an impact on the palette that is used in
making my pots. Organic materials collected on my walks in the area contribute
to the development of texture. Tliis texture comes in two different forms:
organic objects applied directly to the mould, and by the use of paperclay.

Textured bone china paperclay imparts a delicacy and level of translucency.
Being a person who responds to texture, 1 see it as only natural that texture
plays a role along with translucency in the evolution of my pots. Texture is
reminiscent of nature, though my interest lies not in texture alone but the
contrast between rough texture and the smooth finish of the polished bone
china. This change from rough to smooth occurs in nature regularly. My aim
is to encourage the viewer who engages with these vessels to feel the desire to
touch them as well.

The paperclay is simple to make and is consistent to work with. Firstly I
slake down a few rolls of toilet tissue in a large bucket of warm water. I let this
sit overnight or for a couple of hours at least, then give a good stir with a paint

Untitled. Slipeast bone china
with paperclay and leaves.
17 X 14 cm.

Vntitled. Slipcast bone china
with paperclay and leaves.
21 X IS cm.

RYE'S
BONE CHINA RECIPE

Eckalitel 30%
Bone Ash 45%
Potash Felspar 22.8%
Silica 2.2%
600 mis of water per 1 kg of
dry ingredients
2 gnis of dispex
1 gin sodium silicate
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7(i;' (Jt'd aboue: Untitled.
Slipciisf bone china with paper
da)'and leaves. 27 x !9an.

mixer to achieve a fine even grain. In a separate
bucket I pour a quantity of bone china casting
slip, to which I add the slaked down paper that
has been squeezed in a kitchen sieve to dispel
excess vrater. 1 like to give the paperclay a thor-
ough blunge with an electric paint mixer to
break down any large lumps of paper that may
have formed while being squeezed through the
sieve, before allowing it to settle overnight in an
air-tight container prior to use. A quantity' ot
between 30 and 4(1 per cent paper added to the
casting slip delivers the desired level oi translu-
cency once fired. This percentage of paper pro-
vides the somewhat unforgiving non-plastic
bone china casting shp with some malleability
and robustness, allowing me time to consider
placement of the paperclay pieces without con-
cern for drying too quickly, or crumbling while
being handled. The addition ot any more than
40 per cent paper renders the bone china far too
brittle after firing at the thickness I like to
achieve.

When I am ready to make each individual bow!
I spread a thin layer of paperclay over textured
plaster bats that have been cast from my collection
ot found organic objects. When the sheen has dis-
appeared from the paperclay and is easily removed
fixjm the plaster bat I tear it into strips of varying
size then place the paper clay directly into the
mould, along with leaves and other fibrous mate-
riiils some of which have been coloured with
underglazes to create a collage effect. I then,
slowly but careiiiily, pour the casting slip into the
mould being mindful not to dislodge any of the
tenuous additions. What is left after the leaves and
fibres have burnt out during firing is a sharp detail
of each introduced material and a measure of
trausluceiicy. This contrasts well witli the sofi;er
detail and translucence of the paperclay.

Adding foreign matter to the sometimes can-
tankerous bone china can lead to cracking but

this does not deter me as the next piece may not crack at all. Though unpre-
dictable, the successes do outnumber the losses. I have experimented with
wrapping the pots in plastic while still in the mould to allow the cast to dry
slowly and evenly but to no avail. In the end I find it is better to let the pots
dry at their own rate uncovered and, if anything, faster is better than slower.

The traditional technique in industry of firing bone china is the reverse to
firing other clay bodies. The first firing is to glost temperature so firing is in the
range between 1220° - 128()°C, consequently earthenware teuiperatures
between 1020° — 1080°C are then used when glaze firing. I prefer these
particular pots to be unglazed so I don't have the need to fire in this way There-
fore, the bisque temperature I fire to is around 800*^0 which allows me to fetde
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any blemishes from the pots using wet and dry
sandpaper, before the final firing that will reach
I260°C or cone 9. Once the temperature is
reached a one to two hours soak is beneficial. 1 do,
on occasion, fire some pots in saggars fiUed with
calcined alumina.

The purpose of this is to prevent any pots with
small bases from toppling over during firing, oth-
erwise most pots are fired without saggars to
encourage a small amount of warpage around the
rims on the pots that have a tendency to distort a
little. Once the pots arc out of the kiln and have
cooled sufficiendy I then sand them again with a
fine silicon carbide sandpaper to obtain a smooth
polished surface.

I am glad that I pursued this temperamental
medium, I have not only learnt about bone china
but I have expanded a range of other skills. I have also learnt the virtues ol: tidi-
ness, patience and some semblance ot order in my studio. Nothing about bone
china is as difficult as I initially thought it might be.

Top and aboue: Autumn i.
Slip cast hone china with
paperclay leaves and organic
fibre. 19 X 19 cm.

Wendy Thurgate is a ceramic artist from NSW, Australia. Sht- was awarded the Ceramics
Technical prize on her grjduation for the National Art School, Sydney in 2005. Photogra-
phy: Greg Piper. Caption title piige: Autumn 2 (ilt'tail). SUpttist hone diiiui with paper ihy attd
organic fibres and leaves with uttdei^bzc, staiiif. 9 x 11 cm.
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